Ultra-high intra-spectrum mass accuracy enables unambiguous identification of fragment reporter ions in isobaric multiplexed quantitative proteomics.
Isobaric tagging using reagents such as tandem mass tags (TMT) and isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification (iTRAQ) have become popular tools for mass spectrometry based quantitative proteomics. Because the peptide quantification information is collected in tandem mass spectra, the accuracy and precision of this method largely depend on the resolution with which precursor ions can be selected for the fragmentation and the specificity of the generated reporter ion. The latter can constitute an issue if near isobaric ion signals are present in such spectra because they may distort quantification results. We propose a simple remedy for this problem by identifying reporter ions via the accurate mass differences within a single tandem mass spectrum instead of applying fixed mass error tolerances for all tandem mass spectra. Our results show that this leads to unambiguous reporter ion identification and complete removal of interfering signals. This mode of data processing is easily implemented in software and offers advantages for protein quantification based on few peptides.